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The Complete CollectionÂ is a comprehensive guide to all the Skylanders characters

fromÂ Spyroâ€™s Adventure,Â Giants,Â SWAPÂ Force,Â andÂ Trap Team.
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My son loves this book he's 6 years old. He reads this every night as his bed time stories. He

usually doesn't want to read much. But this do encourage him a lot. I plan to buy other sets when

his done with this.

Not complete. Does not include listings for Light or Dark elements, even though those elements

have released sets/figures & at least a couple more figures on the way. It's strange because this

book has entries for unreleased figures for other elements. Otherwise a nice book.

Five stars because it makes my kid so happy.I'll have to buy an updated one later I'm sure (this one

doesn't contain the more recent Skylanders), but such is the nature of these kinds of things. If your

kid is as obsessed with Skylanders, it's worth it.

This book met all our expectations. The book is well bound and had held up wonderfully so far, and



it gets dragged everywhere. My son loved every bright,well illustrated page. I'd recommended it for

any skylanders lover!

My son saw this in a flyer for his shoots book fair and decided he has to have it. He ended up

choosing something different, but later on decided he still wanted it. This one is the same great

quality and a better price. He loves sky landers, loves the book and I love that he likes to read so

much and given the choice for his birthday he choose books.

It is great. Lots of detail and information on Skylanders. My 7 year old Grandaughter is into

Skylanders with a passion and it was great to be able to give her this very colorful and informative

book.

I bought this for my 8-year old because his other attendees book got left outside in the rain. It is a

great character guide for all for skylanders games. They are organized by element with icons on the

tops of the page to let you know what kind of sky lander they are. It gives you lots of details on the

characters and their personalities and catch phrases. It looks very nice and is nicely put together

and organized. There's also an alphabetical index in the back as well as a character checklist that

includes different series as well as core skylanders. For swap force skylanders it also gives all

possible variations.

the skylanders books were an awesome treat to see on  my roomates boyfriend was who I got

these for he loves the games and he wanted help with the characters and there power elements

they use so that's why I got them all for him .
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